Self-Contained Vase Assembly Guide

NOTE: Vase/fountain/statuary may vary from illustration. Use these steps as a general guide for assembly.

1. Unpack basin, determine location for fountain and remove the fountain riser from the basin by twisting 1/4 turn.
2. Place pump in basin and run cord through power cord tube, under the basin and through cord outlet. Replace fountain riser into basin, line up the two riser tabs correctly (one is larger than the other) and twist into place.
3. To install optional LED upgrade, remove tubing from tubing ring. Connect the LED light ring to tubing and re-insert tubing into fountain.
4. Be sure the tubing ring or LED light ring is pressed into the hole. Run the LED light ring cord through the power cord tube and out of the basin.
5. Run tubing to the inside of the fountain riser. Connect tubing to pump and carefully stand feature in place on riser. If tubing kinks or is too long it should be trimmed to length and connected to pump.
6. Fill basin with water to fully submerge pump when running (two to three gallons). Leave access to pump for final flow adjustments to be made.
7. Connect the LED light ring with the transformer and plug in the pump. Make final flow adjustments and enjoy.

Operation & Maintenance

1. Maintain water level to keep pump fully submersed. Add water as needed.
2. Algaecide or bacteria may be added to help keep water clear. Do not use chlorine as this may have negative effects on the pump.
3. In freezing climates the water feature should be set up and run indoors or disassembled and stored indoors.